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With regard to changes for Wootton and Dry Sandford 

I strongly disagree on the changes of the Green Belt going forward for housing in our area. We only
have to look at the impact it would have on us with the fields in front of us. The fields should be kept
green belt, there is no need for housing in the land owned by Mr Gilbert 

We all suffer with the main sewage down Lansdowne Road and Lashford Lane and more houses on
the field would make it worse.  

Also the schools can not take anymore influx

The road up by the school is a very dangerous road with the bad bends and parking is bursting now
without adding anymore cars parking there
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Where would the entrance be if it was changed for housing 

I have been a resident since 1981 and would like to see the fields kept as they are

You see a lot of wildlife in the fields deers and birds and other animals 

It would be absolutely disgrace to change these fields 

Also the field by the community as well we would lose it with all the events that go on there. The
government says children and adults should get more exercise and now they want to take the field
away

I am afraid it is getting out of hand with all departments going mad to just get rid of greenfields 

If you look around there is other places where they can infill

Next is the issue of Cothill Pitt.  I think that is a more better choice to build 

Please can you inform me of the decision when it has been made
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